Recently Smale [l] proposed the question 'under what conditions can an electrical circuit be regularized?' This note gives a solution to the problem.
Introduction.
Recently Smale formulated the system of differential equations that govern an electrical circuit in a geometric fashion on the manifold of states. We refer the reader to Smale [l] for the detailed description of the terms used here and the mathematical theory.
In summary, a state manifold is defined and called 2. A smooth map, 77, is defined, 77: S -»XxC, where £ is the vector space generated by the inductance branches of the circuit and C the vector space generated by the capacitance branches. The dynamical equations for the circuit turn out to be:
where ta is a given one form on 1, x(t) is the state of the circuit at time t, and / is a symmetric bilinear form with / = n*J. ] is a symmetric nondegen- 
